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BRACING ELEMENTS WHEN ISOLATED  FROM OTHER WALLS AND THERE IS NO CONTINUING TOP PLATE

Isolated brace 
elements
When a brace wall must be connected through the ceiling framing, 
there are a number of options for how to do this correctly.
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LIGHT TIMBER-framed buildings require two essen-

tial components to function as a complete bracing 

system resisting wind and earthquake forces:

 ● A collection of bracing elements to meet 

wind and earthquake demands. We should 

all be familiar with the NZS 3604:2011 

Timber-framed buildings bracing procedure or 

proprietary software to do this.

 ● Equally important is the floor and ceiling that 

connects the tops of the brace walls together 

to transfer the applied forces into the bracing 

element.

Sometimes brace walls are isolated
NZS 3604:2011 provides for adequate fram-

ing and connection details at top plate level to 

ensure these two components act as a whole. 

However, there are plenty of situations where 

walls with brace elements are isolated from 

other walls and there is no continuing top plate 

available for these connections. Examples are 

an open-plan layout, back walls of kitchens and 

free-standing space dividers.

In these situations, the brace wall must be 

connected through the ceiling framing, and there 

are a number of options:

 ● Where the ceiling framing is parallel to the wall, 

a connecting member can be laid directly above 

the wall and connected at each end as required 

by NZS 3604:2011 clause 8.7.3 (see Figure 1). 

 ● Where ceiling framing is perpendicular to the 

brace wall, things are a little more difficult:

• If there is enough depth within the ceiling 

battens below the framing, an extra batten 

may be able to provide the connection (see 

Figure 2).  

Brace wall connection when wall is parallel to ceiling framing.

ceiling joists or truss chords

connecting member to exterior 
walls, fix with 6/90 × 3.15 mm 
nails for 6 kN connection isolated brace wall parallel to 

ceiling framing (top plate does 
not extend to exterior walls)

Brace wall connection below ceiling framing when wall is perpendicular to 
ceiling framing.

isolated brace wall 
perpendicular to 
ceiling framing

ceiling batten

ceiling joists or truss chords

connecting member below joist or truss 
chord installed between ceiling battens 
(see NZS 3604:2011 for connections)

double top plate to exterior wall 6 kN connector to 
top plate or fix with 
6/90 × 3.15 mm nails

ceiling batten

> 100% recyclable = zero landfill waste

> Constructed from 80% recycled material

> Stackable pods = vastly reducing  
storage footprints

> Easily transported - Pods for a 180sqm home 
can be delivered on a single axle trailer

> Easy installation system – steel rods click 
into pods and self-lock. Reducing steel ties

> Adjustable pods fit any size foundation

To find out more about Firth’s new 
X-Pod® system, talk to us today

xpod.co.nz  /  0800 347 841

Firth has re-engineered the future by developing the next generation RibRaft® Foundation hardware. The result, our game changing RibRaft® X-Pod®.

2/90 × 3.15 mm nails per batten

fix with 6/90 × 3.15 mm nails 
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• If there are no battens or they are too 

shallow to fit a connecting member, it will 

have to be located above the framing and 

connected at each end using blocking or 

packers (see Figure 3).

These connectors will need to be fixed in place 

before wall or ceiling linings are installed.

NZS 3604:2011 gives required connection details 

at each end of the connector.  Figure 3
Brace wall connection above ceiling framing when wall is perpendicular to 
ceiling framing.

isolated brace wall 
perpendicular to 
ceiling framing

packers as required

ceiling batten

ceiling joists or 
truss chords

connecting 
member above 
joists or truss 
chords

packers as required

exterior wall framing

ceiling batten 
(may be steel)
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fix with 6/90 × 3.15 mm nails


